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OPTIONS GÉNÉTIQUES D’ADAPTATION DU BLÉ TENDRE AU CHANGEMENT CLIMATIQUE
Variétés à résistance multiple : sécheresse, cécidomyie, septoriose, rouilles brune et jaune

=DSEhOeHS=hD!

!

!

$%#2!-+3#$!%'

K,! 7/&! ',*4$,! ,('! .*,! ,(0N+,! '$#4%'%5**,//,! 4,(! 5#(%(! (#2#$%,**,(3! +./'%?&,! 4,0.%(! /M#*'%G.%'&!

XQ%N@,3![CA\Y!(5.(!.*,!I5$-,!4,!@/.-,!?,/.,J!K,!7/&!',*4$,!#!&?5/.&!4#*(!+,(!,*?%$5**,-,*'(!

#$%4,(!,'!(,+(3!(5.(! /#!0$,((%5*!4,(!(&/,+'%5*(!*#'.$,//,!,'!#$'%I%+%,//,J! =/! '5/N$,! /#!(#/%*%'&!,'! /,(!

2#.',(!',-0&$#'.$,(3!-#%(!*,!$&.((%((#%'!0#(!)!/M%*'&$%,.$!4.!0#6(!)!+#.(,!4,!(#!?./*&$#7%/%'&!#.;!

+2#-0%@*5*(!G.%!#00#$#%((,*'! /5$(G.,! /#!+2#/,.$!,'! /M#$%4%'&!4.!+/%-#'!4%-%*.,*'J!l! /M%*'&$%,.$!

4.!0#6(3!5*!+5*(5--#%'!,((,*'%,//,-,*'!4,! /M5$@,!,'!4.!7/&!4.$!-#%(!#.((%!4M#.'$,(!+&$&#/,(3!

+5--,!/,!(5$@25!5.!/,!-#m(J!

K,!7/&!',*4$,!*M#!$&,//,-,*'!0$%(!4,!/M,((5$!G.M)!0#$'%$!4,![C[A3!/5$(!4,!(5*!%*'$54.+'%5*!4#*(!/,(!

@$#*4,(!0/#%*,(!+n'%N$,(!,'!+,*'$#/,(!4.!0#6(J!K,(!?#$%&'&(!.'%/%(&,(!)!/M&05G.,!&'#%,*'!4M5$%@%*,!

,.$50&,**,3!4,!'60,!'#$4%I3!)!'%@,!/5*@.,3!,'!*5*!#4#0'&,(!#.;!+5*4%'%5*(!/5+#/,(J!P//,(!&'#%,*'!

0#$'%+./%N$,-,*'!(,*(%7/,(!)! /#! (&+2,$,((,3!#.!H2,$@.%! X?,*'!4.!R%$5++5Y!,'!#.;!#''#G.,(!4,! /#!

$5.%//,! *5%$,J! K,(! $,*4,-,*'(! 4,! +,(! ?#$%&'&(! &'#%,*'! '$N(! I#%7/,(3! #'',%@*#*'! )! 0,%*,! /,(! _!

G.%*'#.;^2#! Xo;^2#Y! X9$%//5'3! [C\AYJ! H,(! ?#$%&'&(3! G.%! *M&'#%,*'! 0#(! #4#0'&,(! #.;! +5*4%'%5*(!

/5+#/,(3!5II$#%,*'!45*+!0,.!4,!0,$(0,+'%?,(!#.!4&?,/500,-,*'!4,! /#! +./'.$,!4.!7/&! ',*4$,!#.!

Q#$5+J!!

:5.$!+,'',!$#%(5*3!.*!0$5@$#--,!5II%+%,/!4,!(&/,+'%5*!?#$%&'#/,!4.!7/&!',*4$,!!#!&'&!-%(!,*!0/#+,!

,*![CA[J!K#!$.('%+%'&!,'!/#!0$&+5+%'&!&'#%,*'!#/5$(!/,(!0$%*+%0#.;!+$%'N$,(!$,',*.(!05.$!/#!(&/,+'%5*!

?#$%&'#/,J! K,(! $5.%//,(! *5%$,! ,'! 7$.*,! X9$%//5'3! [C\AY! #%*(%! G.,! /#! +&+%45-6%,! XQ,(*%/3! [C`\!p!

U5.$4#*3![C`_!,'![C`WY!&'#%,*'!4&8)!%4,*'%I%&,(!+5--,!0#$#(%',(!%-05$'#*'(J!H,0,*4#*'3!(,./,!

/#!$5.%//,!*5%$,!&'#%'!-#q'$%(#7/,!)!/M&05G.,3!,*!/M5++.$$,*+,!@$L+,!#.!$#++5.$+%((,-,*'!4.!+6+/,!

4,!/#!+./'.$,3!+#$!+,'',!-#/#4%,!(.$?,*#%'!'#$4!(.$!/,(!?#$%&'&(!'#$4%?,(J!!

9$L+,!)!+,!0$5@$#--,!4,!(&/,+'%5*3! /,(! $,*4,-,*'(!5*'!0$5@$,((&3!#.!*%?,#.!4,(!('#'%5*(!4,!

$,+2,$+2,3!4.$#*'!/#!0&$%54,![CA[c[C\CJ!K,(!$,*4,-,*'(!(5*'!0#((&(!4,!_!)![C!o;^2#3!(,/5*!.*!

$6'2-,! -56,*! 4,! B3`b! o;^2#! ,'! 0#$! #**&,3! (5%'! 0/.(! 4,! `3Abd! XU/%7,*,3! ABBW#YJ! F.! *%?,#.!

*#'%5*#/3! +2,T! /,(!#@$%+./',.$(3! /,! $,*4,-,*'!#!0$5@$,((&! ! #.! +5.$(!4,! +,'',!0&$%54,!4,!a!)!W!

o;^2#!XOFP3![Cb[YJ!K#!0/.(c?#/.,!$&#/%(&,!0#$! /#!(&/,+'%5*!?#$%&'#/,!#!&'&!45*+!4,![A!o;^2#!,*!

('#'%5*(!,;0&$%-,*'#/,(!,'!A!o;^2#!+2,T! /,(!#@$%+./',.$(J!K#!0$&+5+%'&!4,! /#!?#$%&'&!45-%*#*',!

4.$#*'! +,'',! 0&$%54,3! f!i/5$,*+,! ;! F.$5$,!g3! ,'! 4,(! ?#$%&'&(! (.++,((%?,(3! f!:%*6',!g! ,*!

0#$'%+./%,$3!#!0,$-%(!4M&?%',$!/,(!#''#G.,(!4,!/#!$5.%//,!*5%$,!,'!4M#''&*.,$!/,(!,II,'(!4.!H2,$@.%J!

O,.;! ?#$%&'&(!*5$4! #I$%+#%*,(3! f!i/5$,*+,! ;! F.$5$,! bWW!g! ,'! f!Q,*'#*#!g3! 5*'! &'&! .'%/%(&,(!

+5--,!@&*%',.$(!0#$!V5$/#.@! XO,@2#m(3! [CCaY!05.$! /#!0$54.+'%5*!4,(! ?#$%&'&(!-,;%+#%*,(!G.%!

&'#%,*'!)!/M5$%@%*,!4,!/#!$&?5/.'%5*!?,$',J!Q,*'#*#!#!&'&!.'%/%(&,!+5--,!(5.$+,!4,!(,-%!*#*%(-,!

,'!4M%*(,*(%7%/%'&!)!/#!025'50&$%54,J!!
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OPTIONS GÉNÉTIQUES D’ADAPTATION DU BLÉ TENDRE AU CHANGEMENT CLIMATIQUE
Variétés à résistance multiple : sécheresse, cécidomyie, septoriose, rouilles brune et jaune

=DSEhOeHS=hD!

!

K#! $&+5/',! 4,! 7/&! ',*4$,! #! &'&! #.! 4&0#$'! 4,('%*&,! )! /M,;05$'! ?,$(! /,(! 0#6(! 7,//%@&$#*'(! 4,!

/MP.$50,3! 8.(G.M,*! [C\b3! 0.%(! (M,('! #*+$&,! 4#*(! /,(! 2#7%'.4,(! #/%-,*'#%$,(! 4,(! -#$5+#%*(J! l!

/M#$$Z'!4,(!25('%/%'&(!,'!(.%',!/#!$,0$%(,!4,!/#!0$54.+'%5*!4,!7/&!,*!P.$50,3!/#!4,-#*4,!(.$!+,'',!

4,*$&,!*M#!+,((&!4M#.@-,*',$!#.!Q#$5+J!HM,('!(.$'5.'!4#*(!/,(!-%/%,.;!.$7#%*(!G.,!4,(!.*%'&(!

4,! 75./#*@,$%,! (,! (5*'! 4&?,/500&,(! 05.$! /#! +5*I,+'%5*! 4,! /#! I#-,.(,! f!7#@.,'',! I$#*r#%(,!g!

#%*(%! G.,! 4M#.'$,(! 0$54.%'(! +5--,! /,(! 0,'%'(! 0#%*(3! /,(! +2#.((5*(! ,'! 4M#.'$,(! 0L'%((,$%,(J! P*!

.'%/%(#*'! /#!I#$%*,!4,!7/&!',*4$,3! /,(!-#$5+#%*(!4&+5.?$#%,*'!.*!0#%*!7/#*+!#&$&!,'!+$5.('%//#*'J!

K,(!#%4,(!#/%-,*'#%$,(!4,(!D#'%5*(!e*%,(!5*'!#.((%!85.&!.*!$n/,!4#*(!/M%*'$54.+'%5*!4.!7/&!',*4$,!

,*!?%//,!,'!,*!+#-0#@*,J!!

K#!050./#'%5*!-#$5+#%*,!G.%!&'#%'!4,!\3C!-%//%5*(!4M2#7%'#*'(!,*![CA[3!4,!a3`!-%//%5*(!,*![C`W!,'!

4,!W3b!-%//%5*(!,*![C\WA3!#!@$%-0&!)!0/.(!4,![C!-%//%5*(!?,$(!/#!I%*!4,(!#**&,(!_BJ!K#!0#$'!4,!/#!

050./#'%5*!.$7#%*,3!G.%!+5*(5--,!/,!0/.(!4,!7/&!',*4$,3!,('!0#((&,!4,![Bd!,*![C[A!)!Abd!,*!

[CbB!XP+5+2#$43![Cb[Y!0.%(!)!\Bd!?,$(!/#!I%*!4,(!#**&,(!_B3!,;,$r#*'!#%*(%!.*,!I5$',!0$,((%5*!(.$!

/#!',$$,J!OM.*,!(.0,$I%+%,!*&@/%@,#7/,3!+5*I%*&,!#.;!5#(%(!#?#*'![C[A3!/,!7/&!',*4$,!?#!+5**#q'$,!

45*+!.*,!&?5/.'%5*!$#0%4,3!0#((#*'!)!.*!4,-%c-%//%5*!4M2,+'#$,(!?,$(! /#! I%*!4,(!#**&,(!\BJ!K#!

(.0,$I%+%,! (,! ('#7%/%(,$#! ,*(.%',! #.'5.$! 4,! +,! +2%II$,! 0,*4#*'! /,(! 4&+,**%,(! bB3! aB! ,'! _BJ!

H,0,*4#*'3!#?,+!/#!('#@*#'%5*!4,(!(.0,$I%+%,(!+./'%?&,(!,'!/#!4,-#*4,!%*',$*,!+$5%((#*',3!/M&+#$'!

,*'$,! /#! 0$54.+'%5*! ,'! /,(! 7,(5%*(! ,*! +5*(5--#'%5*! (M,('! +$,.(&! 4,! (5$',! G.,3! 4.$#*'! /#!

4,.;%N-,!-5%'%&! 4,(! #**&,(! aB3! ,*?%$5*! (%;! -%//%5*(! 4,! G.%*'#.;! 4,! 7/&! ',*4$,! 5*'! 4s! Z'$,!

%-05$'&(!+2#G.,!#**&,!XR7%2%3![C_AYJ!!

O,!@$#*4,(!f!h0&$#'%5*(!g!4,!4&?,/500,-,*'!#@$%+5/,!5*'!&'&!4&+/,*+2&,(!4.$#*'! /,(!#**&,(!

aB! ,'! _B3! -#%(! (#*(! %-0#+'! (%@*%I%+#'%I! (.$! /,(! $,*4,-,*'(J! K,(! h0&$#'%5*(! f!K#75.$!g! ,'!

f!P*@$#%(!g!5*'!+5*+,$*&!'5.',!/#!+&$&#/%+./'.$,!6!+5-0$%(!/,!7/&!',*4$,J!H,0,*4#*'3!/,(!?#$%&'&(!

.'%/%(&,(3!G.%!&'#%,*'!4,!2#.',!'#%//,3!?,$(#%,*'!)!/#!-5%*4$,!#00/%+#'%5*!4M,*@$#%(!#T5'&(!)!+#.(,!

4,(! +5*4%'%5*(!4,! /#! I5$',!0/.?%5-&'$%,!4,! /M&05G.,J!F85.'&!)! +,/#3! /,(! $5.%//,(!7$.*,!,'!*5%$,!

(5*'!#00#$.,(3!I#?5$%(&,(!,*!+,/#!0#$!/#!0/.?%5-&'$%,!#75*4#*',!#%*(%!G.,!/#!-#'.$%'&!'#$4%?,!4,!

+,(!?#$%&'&(J!

F.;!k'#'(!e*%(!4MF-&$%G.,! XeRFY3! /,!0$57/N-,!4,! /#! ?,$(,!#!&'&! $&(5/.!@$L+,!)! /#! +$&#'%5*!4,!

?#$%&'&(! (,-%! *#%*,(! ,'! /M%*'$54.+'%5*! 4M.*! @N*,! 4,! *#*%(-,! G.%! #! &'&! %4,*'%I%&! 4#*(! .*! 7/&!

4M5$%@%*,! 8#05*#%(,! XD5$%*c[BYJ! HM,('! #.! Q,;%G.,! G.,! /,! +#$#+'N$,! 4,! (,-%! *#*%(-,! 4,! +,(!

?#$%&'&(!+$&&,(!#.;!eRF!#!&'&!+5-7%*&!0#$!V5$/#.@3!:$%;!D57,/!4,!/#!0#%;!,*![C_B3!#.!+#$#+'N$,!

4M%*(,*(%7%/%'&! )! /#! 025'50&$%54,J! O#*(! 0/.(%,.$(! 0#6(! )! '$#?,$(! /,! -5*4,3! /M,-0/5%! 4,! +,(!

?#$%&'&(3!)!'%@,!+5.$',!,'!$%@%4,3!#!0,$-%(!4,!?#/5$%(,$!/#!I,$'%/%(#'%5*!#T5'&,3!0,$-,''#*'!#%*(%!4,!

45.7/,$!/#!0$54.+'%?%'&!4.!7/&J!H,!(.++N(!#!&'&!+5**.!4#*(!/,!-5*4,!(5.(!/,!*5-!f!E&?5/.'%5*!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7"85%%*($-"9./-/&$:5*"*(";/.$4%"25"#4)/."<=>?+"@/%5&*"AB+"C5$%%*("!DE?+"
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OPTIONS GÉNÉTIQUES D’ADAPTATION DU BLÉ TENDRE AU CHANGEMENT CLIMATIQUE
Variétés à résistance multiple : sécheresse, cécidomyie, septoriose, rouilles brune et jaune

=DSEhOeHS=hD!

!

",$',!gJ! H,(! ?#$%&'&(! G.%! #00#$#%((#%,*'! -%$#+./,.(,(! 5II$#%,*'! 45*+! .*,! 5005$'.*%'&! 05.$!

$&(5.4$,!/,(!0$57/N-,(!4,!(&+.$%'&!#/%-,*'#%$,!4.!Q#$5+J!!l!/#!I%*!4,(!#**&,(!aB3!/#!E&?5/.'%5*!

",$',!#!(&4.%'!/,(!#.'5$%'&(!-#$5+#%*,(3!G.%!5*'!%-05$'&!.*,!G.#*'%'&!%-05$'#*',!4,!(,-,*+,(!

4,!?#$%&'&(!-,;%+#%*,(3! ,*! /,(!-./'%0/%#*'!,'!,*! /,(!4%('$%7.#*'!#.;!#@$%+./',.$(3! )! '$#?,$(!.*,!

50&$#'%5*!4M,*?,$@.$,!4.!-%*%('N$,!4,!/M#@$%+./'.$,3!4%',!f!h0&$#'%5*!R,-,*+,(!gJ!!

Q#/2,.$,.(,-,*'3! /M%*'$54.+'%5*! 4,! +,(! ?#$%&'&(! ,*! @$#*4,! +./'.$,3! (M,('! #++5-0#@*&,! 4M.*!

4&?,/500,-,*'!(05*'#*&!4,!/#!(,0'5$%5(,3!.*,!-#/#4%,!I5/%#%$,!G.%!&'#%'!8.(G.,c/)!(#*(!,II,'!(.$!

/,(! ?#$%&'&(! 2#.',(! XE5(,//#3! [CACY3! +#$! ,//,! /%-%'#%'! .*%G.,-,*'! #.;! I,.%//,(! 4,! 7#(,J! R.$! /,(!

?#$%&'&(! (,-%! *#%*,(3! /#!-#/#4%,! ! 0$5@$,((#%'! I#+%/,-,*'! /,! /5*@! 4,! /#! 0/#*',3! ,*! $#%(5*! 4,! /#!

4%('#*+,!$&4.%',!,*'$,!/,(!&'#@,(!I5/%#%$,(3!-#%(!#.((%!@$L+,!#.!',-0(!4M,;05(%'%5*!0/.(!/5*@!4,(!

I,.%//,(3!+2,T!/,(!?#$%&'&(!+5.$',(!,'!0$&+5+,(!!XU/%7,*,!,'!#/J![CC[YJ!K,(!(05$,(!%*I,+'%,.(,(!4,!/#!

(,0'5$%5(,!(,!$,'$5.?,*'!0$50./(&,(!)!+2#G.,!#?,$(,!?,$(! /,!(5--,'!4,!/#!0/#*',!0#$! /#!0/.%,3!

/5$(G.,! /,(! @5.'',(! 4,! 0/.%,(! &+/#75.((,*'! (.$! /,(! (.$I#+,(! %*I,+'&,(! 4.! 7/&J! h$3! %/! ,('!

@&*&$#/,-,*'!#4-%(!G.,!/,(!I,.%//,(!4.!(5--,'3!/,(!'$5%(!4,$*%N$,(!,*!0#$'%+./%,$3!+5*'$%7.,*'!)!

/M,((,*'%,/! 4.! $,*4,-,*'! 4.! 7/&! ',*4$,J! K,(! 0,$',(! (.$! /,(! +2#-0(! 4,! -./'%0/%+#'%5*! 4,! +,(!

?#$%&'&(! &'#%,*'! &*5$-,(3! 4&0#((#*'! /,(! WBd! XR#*'%#@53! [C_BY3! 0$5?5G.#*'! #%*(%! /M&+2,+! 4,!

f!/Mh0&$#'%5*!R,-,*+,(!gJ!

:5.$! $&(5.4$,! /,! 0$57/N-,! 4,! /#! (,0'5$%5(,3! .*! 0$5@$#--,! 4,! (&/,+'%5*! ?#$%&'#/,3! 05.$! /#!

$&(%('#*+,! @&*&'%G.,! #! &'&! %*%'%&3! #.! 4&7.'! 4,(! #**&,(! _B3! ,*! +5//#75$#'%5*! #?,+! /,! +,*'$,!

-,;%+#%*!4,!$,+2,$+2,!(.$!/,!7/&!XH=QQtS`YJ!e*,!?#$%&'&!4M5$%@%*,!%'#/%,**,!XVSCBWY3!$&(%('#*',!)!

+,'',! -#/#4%,3! #! &'&! %4,*'%I%&,! -#%(! #! +5**.! 0,.! 4,! (.++N(! #.0$N(! 4,(! #@$%+./',.$(!

0$57#7/,-,*'!,*! $#%(5*!4,! /#!+5./,.$! $5.((,!4,!(5*!@$#%*J!P*![C_`3! /#! (&/,+'%5*!4,! /#!?#$%&'&!

f!D#(-#!g!XS,@6,63![C_`Y!(M,('!$&?&/&,!%*'&$,((#*',!,*!$#%(5*!4,!(#!$.('%+%'&3!4,!(#!0$&+5+,3!,'!

4,!(#!$&(%('#*',!)!/#!?,$(,!,'!)!/#!$5.%//,!7$.*,J!V%,*!G.,!(,*(%7/,!)!/#!(,0'5$%5(,3!+,'',!?#$%&'&!?#!

45-%*,$!/,(!(.0,$I%+%,(!+&$&#/%N$,(!?,$(!/#!I%*!4,(!#**&,(!_B!#%*(%!G.,!/,!4&7.'!4,(!#**&,(!WBJ!!

P*! ',$-,(! 4,! 0$54.+'%?%'&3! /,! @#%*! @&*&'%G.,! #**.,/! #005$'&! 0#$! /,(! ?#$%&'&(! f!:%*6',!g3!

f!VSCBW!g!,'!D#(-#3!#!&'&!/M.*!4,(!0/.(!&/,?&3!4,![BB!]@3!#?,+!.*!$,*4,-,*'!G.%!,('!0#((&!4,![C!

)! \A! o;^2#! ,*! ('#'%5*(! ,;0&$%-,*'#/,(! XU/%7,*,! ABBW#YJ! H,0,*4#*'3! /,! @#%*! $&#/%(&! #.! *%?,#.!

*#'%5*#/!+2,T!/,(!#@$%+./',.$(!,('!$,('&!'$N(!7#(3!*,!$,0$&(,*'#*'!G.,!\d!4.!05',*'%,/!@&*&'%G.,J!

K,!$,*4,-,*'!*#'%5*#/!*M#!&?5/.&!G.,!4M.*!G.%*'#/3!#.!+5.$(!4,!'5.',!/#!0&$%54,!4,(!4&+,**%,(!

bB3!aB!,'!_BJ!H,!@#%*!&'#%'!0/.'n'!/,!I#%'!4,!/#!?#$%&'&!D#(-#3!'$N(!$.('%G.,3!0$&+5+,3!(,-%!*#%*,!,'!

45*+!$&(%('#*',!)! /#!?,$(,3!$&(%('#*',!)! /#!$5.%//,!7$.*,3!-#%(!(,*(%7/,!)! /#!(,0'5$%5(,J!K,!I#%7/,!

%-0#+'!(.$!/#!0$54.+'%5*!*#'%5*#/,!,('!#.((%!0$57#7/,-,*'!4s!#.!I#%'!G.,!/#!?#$%&'&!D#(-#!,('!

#00#$.,!'#$4%?,-,*'!,*!I%*!4,!+,'',!0&$%54,J!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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OPTIONS GÉNÉTIQUES D’ADAPTATION DU BLÉ TENDRE AU CHANGEMENT CLIMATIQUE
Variétés à résistance multiple : sécheresse, cécidomyie, septoriose, rouilles brune et jaune

=DSEhOeHS=hD!

!

F.! 4&7.'! 4,(! #**&,(! WB3! /,(! 0$57/N-,(! 05(&(! 0#$! /#! $5.%//,! 7$.*,3! /#! (,0'5$%5(,3! ,'! /#!

+&+%45-6%,3! 0,$(%('#%,*'! ,*+5$,J! KM#$%4%'&! 4.! +/%-#'! (M,('! -%(,! )! #.@-,*',$3! ,*! $#%(5*! 4,! /#!

+2.',! 4$#('%G.,! 4,! /#! 0/.?%5-&'$%,3! 4,! Abd! )! `Bd3! +5-0#$#'%?,-,*'! #.;! '$5%(! 4&+,**%,(!

0$&+&4,*',(!X\B3!bB!,'!aBY3!4,!/M#.@-,*'#'%5*!4,!/#!I$&G.,*+,!,'!4,!/#!(&?&$%'&!4,(!(&+2,$,((,(!

XV#/#@2%3!ABBaYJ!!

KM578,+'%I!4,!+,!45+.-,*'!0#$+5.$'!/,(!$&#/%(#'%5*(!4,!/M#.',.$3!,*!-#'%N$,!4,!0$5@$N(!@&*&'%G.,!

4.!7/&!',*4$,3!$&#/%(&!#.!Q#$5+!#.!+5.$(!4,!/#!0&$%54,![CWBcABBW3!#6#*'!0,$-%(!/#!+$&#'%5*!4,!

?#$%&'&(!4,!7/&!',*4$,!0,$I5$-#*',(!,'!$&(%('#*',(!)! /#!(&+2,$,((,!,'!#.;!0$%*+%0#/,(!-#/#4%,(!

+5**.,(!#.!Q#$5+J!
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OPTIONS GÉNÉTIQUES D’ADAPTATION DU BLÉ TENDRE AU CHANGEMENT CLIMATIQUE
Variétés à résistance multiple : sécheresse, cécidomyie, septoriose, rouilles brune et jaune

HhDHKeR=hD!

!

!

3!%31+&$!%'

F.! +5.$(! 4,(! '$5%(! 4,$*%N$,(! 4&+,**%,(! X[CWBcABBaY3! 2.%'! #**&,(! #?#%,*'! .*,! 0/.?%5-&'$%,!

75**,!,'!7%,*!$&0#$'%,!X[CWa3![CWW3![CC[3![CC\3![CCa3![CCW3!ABB`3!ABBaY3!(5%'!.*,!I$&G.,*+,!4,!

`Bd3!/#!(&+2,$,((,!#!-#$G.&!/,(![C!#.'$,(!#**&,(!4,!/#!-Z-,!0&$%54,J!K,(!75**,(!#**&,(!5*'!

&'&! ?#/5$%(&,(! 0#$! /M.'%/%(#'%5*3! 0#$! /,(! #@$%+./',.$(3! 4,(! ?#$%&'&(! #-&/%5$&,(! 4,! 7/&! ',*4$,3!

+5*4.%(#*'!#%*(%!)!4,(!$,+5$4(!4,!$,*4,-,*'!,'!4,!0$54.+'%5*J!QZ-,!/,(!#**&,(!4,!(&+2,$,((,!

5*'! &'&! ?#/5$%(&,(3! 0.%(G.,! 4,(! $,*4,-,*'(! '$N(! &/,?&(! 5*'! &'&! 57',*.! 4#*(! +,(! +5*4%'%5*(3!

#/5$(! G.,! +,/#! &'#%'! %-0,*(#7/,! G.,/G.,(! 4&+,**%,(! #.0#$#?#*'J! K,(! ?#$%&'&(! $&+,*',(3!

*5.?,//,-,*'! #-&/%5$&,(3! 0,.?,*'! #%*(%! ?#/5$%(,$! #.((%! 7%,*! /,(! +5*4%'%5*(! 2.-%4,(! G.,! 4,!

(&+2,$,((,J!!

K,! 05',*'%,/! 4.! 0$5@$N(! @&*&'%G.,3! 4,! b_! ]@J2#c[J#*c[! ,*! -56,**,! ,'! 4,! _W! ]@J2#c[J#*c[! ,*!

+5*4%'%5*(!4,!(&+2,$,((,3!,('!,*+5$,!/5%*!4MZ'$,!,;0/5%'&!+5-0/N',-,*'J!l!/M&+2,//,!*#'%5*#/,3!/,!

0$5@$N(!',+2*5/5@%G.,!#!&'&!4,![_!]@J2#c[J#*c[3!,*!-56,**,3!?#$%#7/,!,*'$,![`!]@J2#c[J#*c[!05.$!

/,! V5.$! 4&I#?5$#7/,! )! AA! ]@J2#c[J#*c[! 4#*(! /,! V5.$! I#?5$#7/,J! H,/#! ?,.'! 4%$,! G.,! /,! 05',*'%,/!

@&*&'%G.,!4,(!*5.?,//,(!?#$%&'&(!*M#!&'&!?#/5$%(&!#.!*%?,#.!4,(!+2#-0(!4M#@$%+./',.$(!G.M)!`Bd!

,*!-56,**,!4#*(!'5.(!/,(!&+5(6('N-,(!4.!0#6(3!,'!)!(,./,-,*'![_d!4#*(!/,(!,*?%$5**,-,*'(!

4&I#?5$#7/,(J!9$L+,!)!/M,-0/5%!4,(!?#$%&'&(!$&+,*',(3!G.%!(5*'!0/.(!$&(%('#*',(!)!/#!(&+2,$,((,3!%/!

,('! 05((%7/,! 4M#'',%*4$,! .*,! #-&/%5$#'%5*! 4.! 0$5@$N(! ',+2*5/5@%G.,! 4#*(! /,(! ,*?%$5**,-,*'(!

4&I#?5$#7/,(!4,![`!]@J2#c[J#*c[J!

F.!*%?,#.!4,! /M&+5*5-%,! 4,! /M,#.3! /,!-#*G.,! )! @#@*,$! ,('! 02&*5-&*#/J! R.$! /,(! `3bb!--J#*c

[05.?#*'! Z'$,! 05',*'%,//,-,*'! &+5*5-%(&(! #**.,//,-,*'3! (,./,-,*'! B3__! --J#*c[#! &'&!

&+5*5-%(&!,*!-%/%,.!$&,/3!(5%'!.*,!,;0/5%'#'%5*!4,!(,./,-,*'!A[d!4.!05',*'%,/!@&*&'%G.,J!K,(!

0$&?%(%5*(!(.$!/,!+2#*@,-,*'!+/%-#'%G.,!#.!Q#$5+!,('%-,*'!.*!4&+/%*!4,!/#!0/.?%5-&'$%,!4,![3_!

--!0#$!#*!8.(G.,!/#!I%*!4.!A[N-,!(%N+/,J!V%,*!G.,!/,!0$5@$N(!@&*&'%G.,!!(5%'!4,.;!I5%(!0/.(!&/,?&!

G.,! /#!4%-%*.'%5*!0$&?.,!4,! /#!0/.?%5-&'$%,3! /,! $6'2-,!#+'.,/!4.!0$5@$N(!',+2*5/5@%G.,!$,(',!

'5.85.$(!%*(.II%(#*'!05.$!+5*'$,+#$$,$!/M,II,'!4.!+2#*@,-,*'!+/%-#'%G.,!)!/M25$%T5*!ABbBJ!!

!
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Couv. jlibene




